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Is	 tiice	 a	 nurn-r.:	 of ,2ifference	 ly:t , ....:-1 	 a	 'converted"	 sLojc ,:t	 :..,	 arn:u ,.;..Jrzt"	 o	 , t.-,
outht.ntic" meanli -hg	 ►on.: voo ka;..;	 c(r.:ctl:/,	 "cerderti"	 ..,n	 1 :1	 one	 '...., 	 fort.r,.	 n
has an adequate theory of iolowledge)?

2. In	 Insioht 	 (Ch.	 :0),	 yo'd	 ,...,p,):'o	 o 	 life	 a;	 : , illinl	 the	 gocd ef	 a	 rerson''.	 1ul..l	 ,'%)J
f,T.: in aoy way eThbor.lte or n)uify	 th , t ,iefinition','

3. Uould	 yo	 comannt	 on	 tn ,_:Ihs ,2,-vatlen	 thr, t	 Insiht ;c 1 , :ally	 .1:"i, c: . '' 	 a	 I:!,	 (.21-
ontolonical arg.mont Foe the eistence of rod ? 	 Ihc. eliscIrvavion noted that fr:/n a
phenmenological r:arnect've 11;:mu bcin ,-;s artowtically Intend a world, that to be
human is	 to .vlide in a wyrld, cnd tint. 	 there CW!!Ift be a human t arid withc',t
neaningfuloes:3	 and intelligibility.	 Intelligihili4,	 in other words,	 is given as
teat	 essential	 ingredic:. -	 i:.	 1..h2	 st.7c:ve	 ff.!	 r,.- ;tvti',Jr;	 ":,f	 th::	 hiraan	 ' 	 Tni.;
implies	 that God is alway	 co-present to the 4-man won 	 as its i . ; , :cess,-ry grow'
if in fact there cannot bc a , lorld apart from intelligibility. 	 Mease c:onaent.

lew nuestions:

4. Continuing yesterday's diulogue discussion (questicn 2) on revelation, history, and
so forth:

You have adverted to E. Vcegelin's distinctftri between revelation and informaLion,
yesterday evening you em,1 -.asi4ud that "the Gospel	 is a story, i:oTe7iTiT:e it by nisl,oey
is largely misplaced efFort".	 On the other hand, in The_UALto Nicea you judge ti,at
the dialectical development of Trinitarian th,:iology hinges orlthat'you call 	 "the
revealed name,	 'Son'.	 Voegelln himself (in, e.g., Order and Historj) discusses tle
symbol—as he calls ic--'son of God', tracing it to ancient Egypt. 	 !!e argues that
.there is no possibility of displacing 	 'mythic imagination', including this particular
lymbol, wiTh propositions.	 This appears to agree Oth your statement last night,	 it
is less easy to square it with the proposal in Nay_to Nicea that Christian realism
marks a surpassing of images in tho achievement of a defgaion of 'Son' in rlation
to God the Creator.	 If the gv.pel cannot be made intThIstory, can it give rise to
any 'propositions', as appears to have happened at Nicea" 	 Can you comen'; on (1) 	 the
Gospel	 -s story,	 (2) your statvent that stories have constitutive meanino, and (3) the
(apparentl -YT connitive meaning of homusios and 'tvo natures, one person'? 	 Is this
whop-	 question iiirsquided effort?

5. In an article entitled"The Ghost of Newman in the Lonenon Corpus" (The New Scholasticism),
Prof. Worgul explores connections botieen Newman's Grammar and Insight. 	 3ut he does not
advert to connections between the aims of Insiglit and Newmans's Idea of 	 Universit ,. a
especially Discourse :".	 There Newman de4J5psTif, notion of the orIeni-Elo mess
of human knowing.	 This notion	 ..t.ems to rest upon more basic notions of "the impatience
of the mind to view" and "viewing of interpreting", and also to raise the Question
;,f a "master view".	 Did these notions figure In the conception of the aitt of InsiOt?

,......0
6.	 it appears that today psychology is moving in two major directions, namely, towards a

:'ertain reductionism (e.g. the behaviorists and experimatalists) and towards a non-
reductionism (e.g. the depth psychologists).	 If someone were t.:, undertake a transcen-
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deht(11 . sycholohy, would thee two directions have to be put together? 	 Do you have
an.,a	 iuhoestions for doing a transcendental psychology?

7	 It has been stated that your economic maluscript involves a relocation of price
.tbeory.	 Could you elaborate in light of yotedistioction between relative and
absolute	 prices.

ti

0
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From Tuesday

1. "Authentic" subject is one that uses properly his powers

of observation,	 intelligence,	 reasonableness,	 responsibility,

"Consvertedu subject is the subject ANtxximuctaxtkaiktititars

itimmixxxxxxiixmtT no longer open to the blunders of naive

as was Tertulliand or to mistaken refutations of naive realism

as was origen.

2. Seeking definitions is just the Socratic blunder.

Ordinary language knows the meaning of its words, not by

working out definitions omni et soli, bur by showing how the

word is employed appropriately, 	
explicitly

Technical language does define: 	 it defines derived terms

by employing primitive terms;	 it defines primitive terms

implicitly inasmuch as a terms are fixed by their mutual

relations, relations are fixed by the terms they relate,	 and

both are fixed by an intelligently devised system that corresponds

with matters of fact,

One comes to know what it is to love by falling in love; when

one falls in love one reorganizes one's world; 	 the person loved

becomes as Horace put it dimidium animae meae, as the English phrase

has it, one ► s better half;	 it is something extremely existential,
it takes one out of oneself, enables one to transcend oneself,	 etc,

3.	 Human knowing occurs within a horizon,

The straightforward metaphysical arguments for God's existence

presuppose the universe within a metaphysical horizon

Once metaphysics falls into disrepute (XIVth century on),

it becomes necessary to construct a horizon for the universe

such that within that horizon god's existence oan be rpoved,

In INSIGHT the horil,on of human knowledge is settled

by human activities of awarenesst, 	 intelligence,	 reflection,

responsibility,	 What counts are not the defining concepts

but the experienced reality of those activities,

The ontological argument is from the defining concepts.

The argument in chapter 19 of INSIGHT is from the fact

of your actual intelligence and your a awareness of your

capacity to be unintelligent and your refusal to live by

your capacity to be unintelligent,
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Further questions

4.	 Ernst Cassirer wrote a book entitled "The myth of the sataten
What is that myth?	 It is the effective apprehension of the

state in the minds of its citizens. 	 It reveals itself in their
loyalties,	 their lives,	 their antipathies.	 It is what constitutes
100% Americans as a 100% Americans, and where X is ag any positive

integer less than 100, it is what constitutes xil, z Americans asaxx

less that 100% americans.

t	 Again, it has been said that A at it is only in graduate

school, even only	 n postgraduate works, that one g begins to
get an idea of what is meant by history.	 Indeed, Carl Becker was

one of the first rate historians in the first	 half df the XXth
century.	 In 192. he composed and delivered to learned audiences

(`?)/
	

at cornell
/

,and at princeton a paper axxkistaxiaai entitled

What are historical facts. 	 He refused to publish it in his lifetime

though it has been published posthumously.	 He was.suite

right in refusing to publish it, for it argued that historical facts
exist only in the minds of historians . 	 He knew that maw not

true, but he could not show that it was not true.

When I speak of the Gospels as story, I do not imply that

whey are false stories.

When I speak of their meaning as constitutive, 	 I mean that

for Christians they function concretely as relevant to the meaning

of being a Christian, indeed of being a 100% Christian.

What nhomoouiosn meant at Nicea was that what is true of

the Father also is true of the Son except that the Son is not Father.
One person and two natures occurs in the second paragrapoh of
the definition of Chaloedont; 	 451.	 It also occurred ilamax

formula unionis of '31 when the divergence between the Egyptian
bishops and the %lima Oriental bishops came to an end.

The definition is not a refleotion on the meaning of the
word, son.	 It is not metaphysical thinking a z It was a matter

of collecting from the NT the passages in which the same predicates

are attributed to the Father and the Son. 	 If one thinks that

the NT is mythical (ie a fabrication), one will disagree with
Nicea.	 If one considers the NT to be the word of God and so trued

one is not transposing a myth into propositional truth.

rr------------"—.......--"".."-------JC.°	
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5.	 t Newman's influence on the book Insight was his account

of the Illative sense, 	 which in Insight is named max
reflective understanding in chapters 9 and lOtz

h.	 “Traascendentalfl has several meanings

For the scholastics the transcendentals were conceived

as predicable of anything and everything.

For the Kantiansz the transcendental divided into a

transcendental aesthetic, a transcendental analytic, and a

transcental dialectic.

In my usage it is the methodtz that redices the meaning

of terms to the acts by which they are known and, inversely,

revealing the acts through the terms they lead to,

What wouod be meant by a transcendental psycgilogy, I

would not venture to say.

7.	 Really,	 it is a matter of eliminating the deductivist
approach to economics, an approach suppposed by James Miall

and realized by Walras and Wicksell, and replacing it by

an max analysis of plain matters of fact.

Change of paradigm.
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